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OUTREACH PROGRAM  / PHILIP BEESLEY: TRANSFORMING SPACE 
 
 
This outreach program is designed for the  “Philip Beesley: Transforming Space”  exhibition (see 
Exhibition Reflection  for more info), and is largely created to answer questions remaining after I 
attended an exhibition and artist talk, spent several days working in their studio (for creative 
practice hours), and heard him speak to a group of investors (I think?) who visited his studio. These 
workshops naturally fall from the exhibit’s construction and would be easy to implement as Philip 
Beesley has a background in academia, and naturally speaks about these issues in relation to his 
work.  
 
The proposed workshops are built around the “Aegis” and “Noosphere” structures, which are also 
used in different variations across different exhibits and commissions. While the themes of the 
exhibitions and installations might change, the 3D printed forms, use of code layers in designing the 
interactions and their implications to responsive architecture and building sustainably seem to be 
enduring aspects in his work. As such, these four workshop concepts are designed to deepen the 
audience experience of the “Aegis” and “Noosphere” installations and accompany them as they 
travel. Workshops can be chosen/ tailored to include local academics/ thought-leaders and 
expanded as needed. They are intended to more tangibly draw together new media, data science, AI 
practitioners with responsive architectural practitioners and theorists as the exhibits tour. This is 
core to both his artistic practice and academic roles, and would bring this thought-leadership to the 
general public alongside the exhibitions.  
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MACHINE LEARNING IN “AEGIS”
How machine learning in “Aegis” is used to collect data, 
inform the evolution of audience/ environmental interaction 
and change the installation between the first & last day of 
the exhibit.

AI IN ARCHITECTURAL FUTURES
Exploring the implications of AI in future 
architectural structures for the purpose of 
envisioning more sustainable structures.

GEOMETRY IN “NOOSPHERE”
Exploring how the geometric shapes in the 3D printed 
metal and acrylic forms use a small amount of materail to 
create surprising strong structures, and their implications 
for current/ future building.

THE FOREST IN “AEGIS”
Exploring how the forest installation was 
constructed so the canopy felt like it was 
breathing in its continual shifting. How was AI 
used to create the audience experience?  

program structure
These are designed 
to deepen exhibition 
themes, and bring more 
of Philip Beesley’s 
thought-leadership on 
responsive architecture 
to the general public as 
his exhibits tour.
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